1. **Intelligent Search**
   Increase efficiency with an easy-to-use search bar available from every screen. Take advantage of the search suggestions, curated by our tax editors, to return the most relevant search. Or easily go to a specific source document or IRC section, directly by citation number.

2. **Practitioner-Approved Navigation**
   Conduct tax research the way you want with our practitioner-approved navigation that was thoroughly tested for all levels of research expertise to deliver a powerful tax research experience specifically for today’s tax practitioner. Access the Federal, State, and International homepages to access analysis, practice tools and primary sources, news, and the Advanced Search template.

3. **Collaborative Workspaces and Research Trail**
   Centralize your research across all Bloomberg Tax products and share it with colleagues using collaborative workspaces, and quickly access recent search queries and results within the last six months with the Research Trail.

4. **Expert Analysis Featuring the Tax Management Portfolios**
   Get expert insight and guidance from leading practitioners on virtually every tax topic with deep analysis, real-world examples, and working papers.
5. Practice Tools From Seasoned Practitioners
Increase efficiency by using proven, exclusive timesaving practice aids, including Interactive Forms, Client Letters, Transactional Diagrams, Elections & Compliance Statements, and Tax Prep Guides.

6. Tax Reform and Featured Topics
Stay up to the minute on developments with quick links to primary source documents, Bloomberg Tax proprietary analysis, Coronavirus Tax Watch, and Tax Season Watch with breaking news.

7. Statutes and Regulations
Go straight to all the primary sources. From Internal Revenue Code versions dating back to 1913, to regulations and procedures, to state laws and international tax treaties, our collection of primary sources is fully accessible and fully integrated with the Tax Management Portfolios, Chart Builders, commentary, and analysis.

8. News and Commentary
Be among the first to know about breaking news and key developments through our unrivaled journals and reports, such as our renowned flagship daily news service, Daily Tax Report®.
**Enhanced Searchability: BNA Picks**

**BNA PICKS** offer easier, faster access to the information you need, with enhanced functionality and navigational tools covering critical federal, state, and international tax topics. Access them through **Search Results**. The **BNA Picks** frame displays with the search results list and provides a shortcut to related Tax Management Portfolio analysis, code sections, regulations, Fast Answers, news, and more.

1. **On a Search Results page,** view the **BNA PICKS** to access Portfolios, source documents, analysis, Fast Answers, practice tools.

2. **BNA Alerts**
   - Stay current on the impact of potential changes to key Tax Management Portfolios, Internal Revenue Code sections, and other content with BNA Alerts that pinpoint pending and confirmed changes to laws and regulations.
   - On document pages, view the alert for notification of potential or recent changes and access links to related source documents, analysis, and practice tools.

---

**Advanced Search**

1. **Select ALL** or a specific practice area for the search.
2. **Choose to search document titles only.**
3. **Select/De-select** specific content collections within the practice areas.
4. **Enter Keywords** and click **Search ALL**.